
The 50 Most Frequently Asked 
Questions During Breakup Recovery

(MasterClass Bonus)

1. Is it always possible to get an ex back?
No, it is not always possible to get back with your significant other. Sometimes people 
are unable to implement the advice that we give or unable to create new patterns when 
too consumed by their fears, feelings and emotions. Our philosophy is centered around 
becoming the best version of who you are to maximize your chances of success and to 
have no regrets. Under these conditions if you follow our advice and guidance your ex 
will stand to have a lot to lose if you don’t ultimately get back together; you can become 
the person that they always dreamed of being with.

2. Will time make my ex miss me or forget about me?
It all depends on how you choose to spend your time. If you follow our process of 
personal transformation and if you are able to avoid common mistakes and have self-
respect time will most probably make your ex miss you. If you are unable to control 
yourself and put your significant other on a pedestal or are never able to offer something 
new, the odds are that your ex will ultimately forget about you.

3. What should I do if my ex still doesn’t want to talk to me after my initial outreach 
after the radio silence period?
Don’t panic, it means that your ex is still probably hurt, bitter and/or resentful. They need 
more time to process the end of the relationship and to heal. You need to continue to 
focus on your personal transformation, give them space and approach them again in a 
new way a few weeks down the road. This process can be one of trial and error until you 
find the right door. Do not get discouraged!

4. I can’t stop thinking about my ex what should I do?
It is normal to be consumed by thoughts of your significant other after a divorce 
breakup or separation. The key is to focus on the things that you can control: you, your 
mindset, behaviors and actions. The busier you are and the more you focus on your 
road map and process of personal transformation and the easier it will be to let go of 
the negative emotions.



5. I fear that my ex is moving on what should I do?
It is quite common to fear that an ex is moving on. After a breakup you are in a 
dangerous negative bubble and only focused on the worst possible outcome. The truth 
is that you are already no longer together. The worst has already happened and you 
need to accept this reality. The sooner you do so, the sooner you’ll be able to focus on 
moving forward to build a new and improved relationship.

6. When is it impossible to get back with an ex?
It is impossible to get back with an ex when if you fail to re-establish a healthy 
communication platform with your significant other. Most people tend to get impatient 
and push their ex away because they try to reconnect from a position of weakness, 
desperation or vulnerability. First you must look to make yourself happy and emotionally 
independent and then it becomes realistic to expect to win them back. Not the other 
way around. Failure to understand this reality will make it difficult to ever be together.

7. Does my ex ever think about me?
Yes, the odds are that your ex thinks about you often. The issue is that they may be 
thinking about you in a negative way if you are being too needy, too pushy or desperate 
in your attempt to be together or when trying to communicate with them. But on the 
contrary if you start to value yourself, if you don’t chase them and become a challenge 
again they will start to miss you. In some cases, when individuals approach the breakup 
recovery process the right way, it is not uncommon to see an ex take the first step to try 
to win you back.

8. What is the best way to move on?
Moving on is a hard and painful process. Where there is love there is always going to 
be pain. Those are two sides of the same coin. To quickly move on you must look to 
shift your frame of reference to view the relationship as a learning experience and seek 
to channel the grief into motivation to reach a newfound purpose. Set your sights on 
achieving something bigger than yourself and strive with all your willpower to stay on 
track on a daily basis through daily goals that can enable you to quickly move forward.

9. Will I ever speak to my ex again?
Yes, although it may at times look like you will never communicate again, our experience 
has shown that in the overwhelming majority of cases people are able to eventually 
reconnect. Don’t let your fears and insecurities get the best of you. Focus on your 
strengths and quality attributes and remember that you have good things to offer too. It 
would be their loss if you were to never speak again. Stay patient and follow your road 
map, good things are to come.



10. What does it mean when an ex starts to date right away?
It is not uncommon for exes to start to date right after a breakup, especially for couples 
coming out of a long term relationship. Sometimes they do so to try to quickly heal and 
not face the disappointment and pain of the breakup. Some individuals don’t know how 
to be single, and so they jump into a relationship to not have to face their fears or their 
inner issues. Either way it’s usually not a good idea. It is extremely difficult to jump from 
one moving train to another.

11. My ex reached out to me during radio silence should I respond?
It depends. In cases where you neglected your ex throughout the relationship or when 
you were too distant it is probably best to respond to your significant other without 
latching on; do not overdo it or try to keep a conversation going. Try to convey positivity 
and wellbeing and avoid drama at all costs. In cases where you were too needy 
during the relationship, at the time of the breakup or afterwards it is probably best to 
ignore their outreach in order to convey change and independence. In cases of a true 
emergencies, you can of course make exceptions to be there for them or to show 
empathy.

12. How can I make my ex miss me?
To truly make an ex miss you it is necessary to quickly evolve after a breakup and 
seek to reach your potential. Your significant other will not miss the desperate, clingy, 
insecure version of you and remember that it is impossible to seduce someone from 
a position of weakness and vulnerability. So the best way to make an ex truly miss you 
is to flourish without them, to be happy, to be social and to change old negative habits 
and behaviors into new positive patterns. Remember that the hard part of the process 
is not to prove that you’ve changed; the hard part is to actually change your bad habits, 
behaviors or negative character traits. Then all you’ll have to do is be yourself in order to 
naturally showcase your transformation.

13. What should I never say to my ex?
You should never convey to an ex that you need them to be happy. Although it is 
tempting to want to shower your ex-partner with love, attention and care the odds are 
that the love that you want to convey will be perceived as desperate and overwhelming. 
You need to resist the temptation to talk about your feelings and emotions; it will simply 
push them away. Remember to also never let your frustrations get the best of you; don’t 
be the person who comes off as bitter, immature or resentful.

14. Why is my ex reaching out to me if they don’t want to get back together?
Despite what they may have said at the time of the breakup your ex-partner misses 
you. When coming out of long term relationships especially, remember that they are 
subconsciously wired to depend on you in many ways. Once your ex starts to sense that 
you are healing and moving forward without them, it is quite common for them to test 



the waters by reaching out to you to ensure that they could still have you or get back 
together if they wanted too. The fear of loss is a powerful thing, and most of us can’t 
appreciate what we have until it’s gone.

15. Why is my ex avoiding me?
An ex avoids you because you are no longer together and they want to assert their 
independence. It usually means that you were either very needy and pushy and left 
them with no choice but to avoid you, or because they are either embarrassed, hurt 
or resentful. Remember that even though they are the ones that have initiated the 
breakup, it’s a painful process for them too despite what they may say. The death of a 
relationship usually leaves scars on both sides and avoiding you helps them sweep to 
things under the rug.

16. How should I act around my ex?
The key is for you to remain emotionally independent and not have to change who you 
are when you are around them; that is once you’ve regained a sense of self-respect, 
well-being and happiness. You do not want to walk on eggshells, or shower them with 
too much attention, or put them on a pedestal in any way. You need to be confident and 
secure about who you are and convey how much you’ve evolved since the end of the 
relationship.

17. Does my ex still love me?
In some cases exes can fall out of love with you before the end of a relationship, but 
experience shows that quite often an ex-partner still has feelings for you despite the 
fact that they’ve lost trust in your ability to make them happy. Either way, if you’ve made 
them fall in love with you once, you surely can do it again as long as you are patient and 
first look to rebuild yourself before making your move to seduce them again.

18. Why is my ex so hot and cold?
It is very common for an ex-partner to be hot and cold following a breakup because 
quite often the heart is telling them one thing and their mind is telling them another. 
Once you’ve lost their trust, even if they still love you, they won’t let themselves fall for 
you again or let you hurt them. And so at times their defense mechanism will come up, 
especially when you are too direct or vocal about your desire to be with them. Other 
times when they don’t have time to think and their instincts take over they may be 
warmer to you; and let old chemistry resurface and even flirt. 

19. Why does my ex ignore me or refuses to see me?
After a separation your significant other often feels the need to validate their decision 
or to prove to you that they will not change their mind. In cases when you are too pushy 
or pose a threat to their decision to end the relationship, it is quite common for an ex 
to feel obliged to ignore you or to refuse to meet up. Remember that a separation is a 



selfish decision; they are more concerned with what they need to do to be happy rather 
than to try to alleviate your pain or soothe your desire to stay connected. Be patient, 
if you approach your breakup recovery the right way, their attitude towards you will 
change.

20. How to prove to an ex you’ve changed if you’re not in touch?
Proving to an ex that you’ve changed isn’t difficult if you’ve truly changed; all that you 
have to do is to reconnect with them either by phone, social media or in person and you 
will be a living breathing proof of that change. The hard part, as discussed previously is 
to actually change. Not just figure out what went wrong in your relationship, but to take 
action to build positive habits and new patterns in order to offer something new. If you 
have the right mindset, your ex significant other will quickly notice that something in you 
has changed in a good way.

21. How to know if an ex misses you if you’re not communicating?
In most cases an ex will undoubtedly start to miss you eventually if you avoid most of the 
common mistakes; even if you are not on speaking terms. You’ll know that your ex-partner 
misses you when their behavior pattern starts to change; if they look for trivial reasons 
to contact you, if their activity on social media drastically changes or if they go out of 
their way to try to make you jealous. Remember that your ex is probably both very proud 
and stubborn, so just because they don’t tell you that they miss you (in order to save 
face) doesn’t mean that they don’t think of you often. Ultimately our philosophy is about 
focusing on yourself and the things that you can control, so stay focused on your actions 
and mindset and you will eventually re-attract your significant other back into your life.

22. Is my ex in a rebound relationship and how to tell if they are going to break up?
A rebound relationship is when a person jumps into a relationship in order to heal from a 
previous break up, to suppress their pain, or out of fear of being single. It is very difficult 
to jump from one moving train to another, and the odds of this type of relationship 
turning into a long term stable relationship are slim. The less you focus on how your ex 
and their new partner are doing, the better off you’ll be. Remember that this process of 
breakup recovery is about your personal transformation and what you have to offer, not 
what your ex does or thinks! You’ll know that they’ll soon breakup if your ex starts to 
check up on you or tries to flirt with you.

23. What is the mirror technique and when to use it?
The mirror technique is about mimicking your ex-partner’s behavior in order to lure them in, 
to create a feeling of connection and reciprocity. You want to leverage this technique when 
you are in the reconnection phase of the breakup recovery process by communicating back 
with them when they communicate with you. Examples of how to implement this technique 
are: opening up about your feelings and emotions when they do first, or giving them the 
same type of attitude, attention and energy that they give you. When applied successfully, 
your ex significant other will feel like you finally understand them and can meet their needs.



24. Can we still get back together if I was the one who initiated the breakup? 
Absolutely. In most cases it is actually easier to rebuild chemistry and to achieve a 
successful breakup recovery when the relationship ended on your terms. Because you 
took control of the balance of power, it can be easier to get a clean slate. The downside 
is that your ex is probably hurt, and you will need to be patient to ensure that you regain 
their trust before making your move to seal the deal.

25. How should I react if I run into my ex and their new partner?
You need to keep your cool and do your best to not get too emotional or appear 
insecure. Don’t hesitate to be cordial, to say hello to your ex-partner with confidence 
while looking straight into their eyes. Ensure that you stand straight, and that you smile 
in order to convey positive body language. In most cases it is probably best to ignore 
their new partner and pretend as if they simply didn’t exist. A quick interaction is best to 
avoid mistakes or to not appear too needy and then pull away on your own terms before 
they have the chance to do so.

26. Should I block my ex on social media?
Social media can be a double edged sword as it very often creates a false reality. On one 
hand it can be an amazing platform to showcase your change and to prove to your ex 
significant other that you can flourish without them. On the other hand, we see so many 
people make mistakes, or get triggered by their ex’s behavior on different social media 
platforms. When you are in a vulnerable state of mind it’s so easy to overreact or to let 
your imagination take over when you see an ex happy in a picture or liking an another 
man or woman’s post or pictures. If you are still tremendously hurt in the aftermath of 
your separation or unable to control your emotions, then it is probably best to block your 
ex in order to give yourself time and space to bounce back before trying to reconnect 
with them. 

27. Does our philosophy work for a stubborn ex?
Absolutely. Most individuals that we work with are dealing with an ex that is very 
stubborn and dead set on moving on without them. You are not dealing with an 
individual who wants to go on a break or going through an argument or a fight; this is 
a breakup. People don’t usually decide to call it quits unless they feel strongly that they 
selfishly need to cut ties in order to do what is best for them. Remember however that 
our philosophy is based on you and your ability to focus on the things that you can 
control in order to offer something new, and by being the best version of who you can 
be. Once you change yourself, it is absolutely possible and logical for your significant 
other to also shift the way that they feel about you and the way they perceive you.

28. How to shift the balance of power after begging and pleading?
It is very very common for people to beg and plead an ex not to breakup or to take 
them back. After a separation you are often thrusted into a position of vulnerability 



and desperation; it may feel like your entire world is crumbling around you and your 
fears and insecurities lead you to do or say things that your normal self would never 
do. In order to shift the balance of power in your favor you often have no other choice 
but to pull away, to do radio silence and to go through a true process of personal 
transformation. That is what our MasterClass is all about.

29. Should I wish my ex a happy birthday?
It is usually not a good idea to wish an ex a happy birthday, especially if you were very 
needy, clingy and desperate after a breakup. Not reaching out to them can actually have 
more of an impact, especially if you showered them with love, gifts and attention during 
the relationship. In cases where you are still on speaking terms or when coming out of 
a healthy relationship it may be good however to reach out to them on their birthday. 
If you completely neglected your significant other or were way too distant during the 
relationship and if you were able to avoid needy behavior after the breakup, we do 
encourage that you showcase your change by going out of your way to wish them a 
happy birthday.

30. How to use social media to make an ex miss you during breakup recovery?
Social media can be used as an amazing tool to rebrand yourself, to convey wellbeing 
and happiness and to keep your ex significant other caught up on your evolution. Even in 
cases where an ex has blocked you, stopped following you or unfriended you, it is very 
common for your ex-partner to still check your profile, pictures and/or posts through 
a third party (a friend, family member or a ghost account). Ultimately you want to 
post high resolution or high quality pictures of yourself looking good, happy, genuinely 
smiling, or being social. Subtlety showcasing a new hairstyle or new look can also be a 
plus. Remember not to overdo it, and what you are showcasing ultimately needs to be a 
real transformation in order to have maximum impact.

31. When should I give up and move on?
Our breakup recovery process is centered around turning you into a higher or better 
version of yourself in order to offer something new to your ex significant other while 
providing you with the tool to create a new and improved relationship. Once you’ve 
established better habits, and created new patterns of behaviors for yourself, if your ex 
is too proud or heedless to give it another try then it is probably best for you to move 
on. In cases where you are unable to re-establish any sort of dialogue with your ex 
significant other after an extended period of time (despite going about it the right way) 
we also recommend that you fully let go and move on in order to find a partner that will 
value you for all that you are.

32. Why is spying on an ex a bad idea if they don’t know that I am spying on them?
Many people spy on their significant other after a breakup. Sometime the spying occurs 
on social media, and in some cases this negative behavior can push you to follow them 
around in real life. This is negative destructive behavior regardless of whether your 



ex-partner knows that you are doing this or not. Our philosophy is centered around 
empowering you to grow and to develop virtues by letting go of feelings of emotional 
dependency. By spying on your ex, you are putting them on a pedestal and giving them 
way too much attention, value and time; valuable time that should be invested on your 
personal transformation. Don’t do it, it’s a lose /lose propositions; you’ll end up feeling 
worse about yourself, or digging until you find something that will upset you.

33. Why does my ex mean when they say “I love you but I’m not in love with you”?
Your ex still cares about you but they no longer believe that you can make them happy in 
the long run. When they say “I love you but I’m not in love with you” what they are trying 
to convey is that you stopped inspiring them along the way. The relationship probably 
became stale and they are looking for a partner that will show them new things; to 
experience more thrill in their relationship. The truth of the matter is that it’s impossible 
to be in love with someone forever. Being in love is a feeling that comes and goes, just 
like the tides or the waves of the sea. Loving someone however can be a constant; and 
enough to build a long term sustainable relationship. Growing together as a couple 
through pain and adversity, and still loving your partner and sticking together despite 
their imperfections. It’s easy to love when the partner is loveable, and it is not realistic 
for most of us to be loveable always or to stay loveable forever. If your partner quickly 
jumps into another relationship after the breakup seeking that thrill and that feeling 
of being “in love” the odds are that their relationship will flame out and they will be left 
disappointed seeking yet another partner to experience a honeymoon period with.

34. What does it mean when an ex says “perhaps we can get back together in the future”?
When an ex tells you that you can potentially get back together in the future it usually 
means one of three things; either they are trying to soften the blow in order to not hurt 
you or out of guilt; or they are trying to keep their options open out of fear of losing you 
(have their cake and eat it too); or they are simply overwhelmed, lost and unsure of what 
they truly want. Either way, don’t sweat it. Human beings have a tendency to change 
their mind especially when circumstances change. If you evolve, the way they feel about 
you will evolve too.

35. How to approach breakup recovery when you were too needy during the relationship?
Many people lose themselves during their relationship. In such cases people give more 
importance to their partner and their relationship than anything else. You no longer 
hang out with your friends, you stop reaching out to family members, you lose track of 
your personal goals, you’re no longer as social, you always do things with your partner. 
If you can relate to any of the above you too were too needy during your relationship 
and you need to pull away and look to rebuild yourself. You need to regain a sense of 
independence, have projects, goals, hobbies or passion that matter to you (not to your 



ex). In short you need to rediscover yourself and by being social and stretching your 
comfort zone. Seek to be happy without your partner and watch them come running 
back to you.

36. How to approach breakup recovery when you were too distant during the 
relationship?
Being too distant basically means neglecting your partner or failing to meet their needs 
or addressing their unhappiness. Perhaps you were too consumed by your work, your 
children, with friends, or a hobby. Or perhaps a depression or an addiction caused you 
to be completely disconnected from your relationship. Either way your partner needs to 
feel that they matter, and that you value their well-being and happiness, despite the fact 
that they don’t want to be with you. You need to be careful not to come off too strongly 
and ensure that your intentions are pure. If you approach your ex with a motive that 
appears to be selfish they will push you away. Find a way to convey to your significant 
other that true love is detachment, and that you want them to be happy even if it’s not 
with you.

37. Is it a good idea to stay friends with an ex when hoping to get back together?
Being friends with an ex can be tricky and many people fear falling into the dreaded 
friend-zone. The upside of being friends is that you are able to nurture a platform that 
enables you to convey your change and to inspire them again. The downside is that 
after a breakup you are often way too vulnerable to be inspiring around your ex. If you’ve 
evolved and regained a sense of confidence; if you truly feel like yourself again and have 
detached from the previous relationship, then being friends with an ex is recommended. 
If you are still needy, vulnerable or feel that you need your ex to be happy, being friends 
is not a good idea. Either way, remember that you can always pull away on your 
terms if you feel like your significant other is not treating you the right way or trying to 
friend-zone you. The truth is that you cannot be friend-zoned without your consent as 
friendship is a two-way street; as such, you are fully in control of your emotional destiny.

38. How should I approach a first date with an ex?
A first date with an ex should be celebrated, it means that you’ve been able to move 
along in your breakup recovery. You’ll want to keep things light and avoid potential 
topics of conflict. Re-living the past failed relationship for instances, when you’ve hurt 
them is not a good idea. Keep things fun and interesting and convey well-being and 
positivity. You know what makes them tick, so be your confident self but don’t overdo 
it as well. We recommend keeping your meetup dynamic by having multiple layers or 
things planned to keep the energy flowing. You could for instance go bowling, then go 
out for dinner and then have desert in a different restaurant in the area; or go to lunch 
and then go for a walk in a park for instance. Remember that you do not have to seal 



the deal on the first date. Just focus on having a good time in order to leave your ex 
comfortable and excited about meeting up again in the near future. The second date 
does not need to be secured during or at the end of the first outing; this is something 
that should come up naturally either during or after your first date. Enjoy it!

39. Is sleeping with an ex a good or bad idea?
Sleeping with an ex can be a good idea if you are ready for it and not still very vulnerable. 
When in the right state of mind, it enables you to reconnect with your partner in a very 
powerful way. Make sure to not latch on or get upset if your ex starts to act weird 
afterwards, or if they immediately tell you that it doesn’t mean that you are getting back 
together. That would be their disclaimer and a simple way to ensure that they are not 
boxing themselves in, or to ensure that they have an out. In order for sex to bring you 
guys closer to getting back together, you need to be more detached than they are after 
the sexual encounter. Becoming their booty call (when they only want to meetup for sex) 
is a sure way to lose control of your breakup recovery process. In cases where you are 
still hurt, or if you are about to have sex with your ex out of weakness of vulnerability, 
it’s probably best to not go through with it and turn them away (especially for women 
looking to get back with their man). Don’t be afraid to set clear boundaries; And always 
remember to stay true to your values. Never compromise who you are and what you 
believe in for your ex. It’s not worth it and you’ll only appear weak and push them away 
anyways. 

40. What does it mean when an ex removes your pictures or your relationship status on 
social media?
It is very common for an ex to remove your pictures or relationship status on social. 
They are doing this to get the clean slate and the freedom and the independence that 
they crave for after a separation. It’s their way of proving to themselves, and also to 
you and to the world that they are serious about their decision to end the relationship. 
Although we know that this is very painful, you cannot react, otherwise you will come 
off desperate and needy or put them on a pedestal. Ultimately, your success is based on 
what you do and how you bounce back, not on your ex’s social media activity.

41. What should I do if I can’t sleep at night following a breakup?
Most people have trouble sleeping at night because they experience deep sorrow and 
an intense feeling of loss. Getting broken up with by someone you love can at times be 
compared to mourning the death of someone close to you; In essence you are mourning 
the death of your relationship, and that can be tough. Exercising a lot more than you 
usually do can help relieve a lot of the tension and negative energy that you carry with 
you and in turn help you get better sleep. We also recommend taking on meditation 
(even if just for a couple minutes per day), and staying away from electronic devices 
(phone, computers, tablets, etc.) for at least 45 minutes before going to bed. Doing the 
above consistently should quickly help you get better sleep at night.



42. Is it normal to think about an ex all day long?
After a breakup many people are consumed by thoughts of their ex and the pain of 
not being able to be with the one you love. The key is to stay as busy as possible, the 
more down time you have the more you will be consumed by thoughts of the failed 
relationship. Try to have no down time, plan different activities ahead of time in order to 
always have something productive to do, from the moment you wake up until you go to 
bed (even if it’s just reading a book, hanging out with friends, or watching a show). We 
actually recommend that you use the Breakup Recovery Notebook in the MasterClass 
to challenge yourself to grow and to focus on the positive side of things. Ultimately 
remember that having negative thoughts isn’t an issue if you are able to dissociate 
yourself from them, by not letting those thoughts consume you or not trigger you to 
act or react in a negative way. Mindfulness meditation and focusing on your breath 
(airflow constantly coming in and out of your nostrils) is a great way to remember that 
your negative thoughts are not who you are. You can observe your thoughts (and that 
negative little voice in your head) like you would watch a waterfall cascade from the 
shore, in order to not let it corrupt your peace of mind.

43. Friends and family are telling me to move on but I’m still in love, what should I do?
Your friends and family probably love you dearly and they want what’s best for you. They 
are also probably really concerned about your well-being as they see that the breakup 
(and thus your ex) makes you unhappy. You are not your regular normal self, the person 
they know and love. Telling you to move on is their way of trying to protect you. In some 
cases, friends and family are also hurt themselves or feel betrayed by the way your 
partner ended things; and so they are of course not unbiased here. Remember also 
that other people did not live this relationship from the inside, they did not fall in love 
the way you did and they do not share memories the way you do. That is why you feel 
so misunderstood. “Just move on” is of course a lot easier said than done. To protect 
your psyche and to protect them as well from worrying about you, it’s probably best to 
not involve them in your breakup recovery. We believe that it’s in everyone best interest 
for you to not talk to them about the breakup or your ex significant other. If you feel the 
need to talk, choose 1 person that you trust to be your listening ear, but be mindful to 
not lean on them too much and push them away. Also remember that we as coaches 
are here to help. It’s both our passion and devotion, so reach out to us if you feel the 
need to talk or find that you need extra support along the way.

44. Does your philosophy also work for couples going through/ or after a divorce?
The beauty of our philosophy is that it is rooted in personal development and it thus 
applies to all human beings and all types of relationships. You have a deep rooted bond 
with your significant other if they once saw themselves as your spouse. The issue is that 
your negative patterns and bad habits have probably been engraved in their mind, so you’ll 
have to be patient and diligent; more than most you’ll really have to focus and follow our 
MasterClass diligently. We’ve seen couples get back together during an on-going divorce, 
after a divorce had been finalized as well as years later. The principles stay the same, if 
you transform yourself and approach the ex-partner the right way everything is possible.



45. How to do Radio Silence when you have children together?
Having children with an ex-partner is not a handicap during breakup recovery, it’s 
actually an asset. Through your children you are bonded for life and so your window 
of opportunity to get back together is usually open for longer than most because you 
have to see each other and communicate around your kids. The beauty of the Radio 
Silence Technique is that you can adapt it to your day to day situation; the idea then, is 
to pull away and keep conversations with your ex-significant other to a strict minimum 
and only centered around your children (or common pets for that matter). You want to 
convey to them that they are no longer priority number 1 and communication becomes 
strictly businesslike around the children. We take a deeper dive into the intricacies of 
this dynamic in our MasterClass video program. 

46. How to do Radio Silence if you live or work with your ex?
In long distance breakup recoveries patience is a necessary virtue. You need to let 
time and space work for you and not against you. In order to do so, you need to truly 
put in the work and it is probably best to stay away from social media. Your significant 
other will eventually start to miss you if you move forward without them; prove that you 
can pull away and not be too needy, especially right after the breakup. Reestablishing 
contact down the road is most often much easier. A face to face meetup can help 
quickly get back together, but you don’t want to force the issue if your ex is seeking 
independence and not open to the idea. It is possible to get back together without 
seeing each other but you won’t truly feel like you’ve succeeded until you can hold 
your significant other in your arms. More insights is provided in the MasterClass video 
program on this specific topic.

47. How to prove to an ex you’ve changed after a long distance break up?
In long distance breakup recoveries patience is a necessary virtue. You need to let time 
and space work for you and not against you. In order to do so, you need to truly put in 
the work and it is probably best to stay away from social media. Your significant other 
will eventually start to miss you if you move forward without them; prove that you can 
pull away and not be too needy especially right after the breakup and reestablishing 
contact down the road should not be too difficult. A face to face meetup can help 
quickly get back together, but you don’t want to force the issue if your ex is seeking 
independence and not open to the idea. It is possible to get back together without 
seeing each other but you want truly feel like you’ve succeeded until you can hold 
your significant other in your arms. More insights is provided in the MasterClass video 
program in regards to this specific topic.

48. What are my actual chances of getting back with my significant other?
It all depends on you; your mindset, your resiliency and your ability to stay on track 
and to avoid mistakes. Your ex will try to test you, your fears and insecurities will make 
you doubt yourself, friends and family will most certainly advise to let go throughout 
the process. If you focus on the things that you can control and stay both patient and 



positive, and if you approach the breakup recovery process the right way, we assure you 
that the odds will be in your favor. If you don’t believe in yourself or doubt your ability to 
get them back, is it really realistic to expect your ex to believe in you and your ability to 
make them happy long term?

49. Is it possible to get back together even after multiple breakups?
Yes, it is absolutely possible to get back with your significant other if this isn’t your 
first, second, third breakup, or more. If you’ve done it once, you can surely do it again 
even if it can get a bit tougher every single time, because you lose both credibility and 
their trust a bit more every time. If your ex is the one who has broken up with you every 
time you probably have lost complete control of the balance of power. When someone 
breaks up with you and you take them back or fight for them, you are consciously or 
subconsciously saying that you value them more than you value yourself; you are in 
essence letting them get away with murder in that sense. Your self-esteem is probably 
quite low and so you will need to rebuild both your self-respect and confidence. 
Remember that you must also have a lot to offer if they keep coming back, so value 
yourself accordingly. Again, if you don’t value yourself, how can you expect your ex to 
value you. In these types of breakup recoveries, if your significant other isn’t ultimately 
the one chasing you or fighting to get you back after you’ve regained some value, the 
odds are that another breakup is likely. So make them work for it. 

50. Are toxic relationships salvageable and should I get my back with my ex if they’ve 
abused me emotionally or physically?
Although we believe that everyone has the innate ability to seek redemption, we do not 
recommend trying to get back into toxic relationships. If your ex has hurt you physically 
or emotionally abused you, we absolutely think that it is best for you to move on from 
such a relationship. Not all relationships are meant to be salvaged, even if you still have 
feelings for your ex. We cannot in good conscience advise you any other way, and that’s 
why we often suggest to our clients in private coaching sessions to focus on moving on 
or to seek professional help when they have dealt with certain traumatic situations. We 
believe that relationships can help us grow, so don’t be afraid to seek help and to forgive 
yourself when need be. Move forward confidently with your life, and you will no doubt 
eventually find happiness in love and a partner that is right for you.


